INSTALLATION OF AQUAPOLE™ Outdoor
Read entire instructions before commencing installation
1.

There are no fixed instructions for the Aquapole Outdoor as your freedom of design is a major feature of our product. We have
experience with various types of installations so please contact us on the link below should you require any further information.
2. Check water supply is within temperature (max 65deg) and pressure limits (max 6.5bar min .8 bar)
3. Pole can be cut with a hacksaw if necessary, (a plastic or metal sleeve can be slid over the water pipes to protect them whilst
cutting the pole). After cutting, the tube must be filed to remove sharp edges which can damage the water pipes.
4. Decide where you want to put your Aquapole. Considerations are: your view, ease of running water to the site, ease of installing
drainage and ensuring a secure base to attach the pole mount.
5. Arrange with your plumber to have hot & cold water run to the shower site. Pipe work must be lagged and protected from the
soil and plan how to connect it under the base.
6. Using our standard mounting base, decide on shower position.
7. The base needs to be securely mounted horizontally and checked with a spirit level. It can be attached to wood or set into
concrete and tiled over. Space needs to be left underneath to run pipework to the centre.
8. If mounting through a deck a longer pole can be specified and mounts can be supplied to secure the pole under the surface
instead of a standard base.
9. Decide on drainage position and allow for slope and type of trap. This could be channel drain or to a single point with grate.
10. When the site is prepared and the riser tightly screwed to the base, the pole can be lowered over the riser It must be vertical. (if
you are using a bottom flange it should positioned on the pole flat side down before it is lowered over the riser).
11. The shower pipes can now be connected to the water supply. Take care to connect correctly to hot and cold supplies. Debris
must be flushed out and water supply filtered as for any ceramic tapware or warranty may be void.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED
1 Fastners for mounting base
2. Sprit Level
3. 2mm allen key for grub screw
4. Measuring Tape
5. 15mm polybutylene fittings to connect to water supply
6. 55mm hole saw and drill if mounting through a deck

5 Year Guarantee
Read terms & conditions on in-pack warranty slip.

Unauthorised removal of shower parts may result in loss of warranty.

In the unlikely event that this product fails during its warranty period, contact us on www.aquapole.co.nz/pages/2/contact .
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